
BEAUTIFUL NURSERIES: Delta Children launched premium mattresses alongside
several modern nursery collections that feature updated silhouettes and unexpected
finishes without sacrificing their unwavering commitment to safety. It’s the style you crave
from the brand you trust.

HENDRIX

Available Finishes:

This crib features a sleek, symmetrical
silhouette with bold brass metal accents.
It can convert from a crib to a toddler
bed, daybed, or sofa. The Hendrix crib is
made from high-quality pine and
completely non-toxic paints and finishes.

ESSEX

Available Finishes:

The Essex crib features a Midcentury
aesthetic complete with a crisp painted
finish and exposed natural wood. It can
convert from a crib to a toddler bed,
daybed, or sofa. This crib is made from
high-quality pine and completely non-
toxic paints and finishes.

MILES

Available Finishes:

This crib combines a modern silhouette
with a charming rustic finish. The Miles
Crib can convert from a crib to a toddler
bed, daybed, or sofa. This piece is made
from high-quality pine and completely
non-toxic paints and finishes.



SAFETY AND COMFORT: Delta Children provides infants and toddlers with the
utmost in comfort with our crib mattresses featuring our most popular brands - Delta,
Serta and Beautyrest.

DELTA CHILDREN MIB
Our mattress in a box provides comfort and
firmness ideal for both babies and toddlers.
The mattress is lightweight for easy sheet
changing. It additionally features square
corners for a snug fit and a soft knit cover has
waterproof backing for easy clean up. Easy to
open and unbox, too! Meets GreenGuard Gold
certification for a safer sleeping environment.

BEAUTYREST SILVER
Natural silver properties help prevent the
growth of odor causing bacteria and mold and
mildew. Combined with a plant-based, soy-
enhanced foam core, it has the perfect level of
comfort and firmness for infants and toddlers.
Natural cotton protection adds comfort and
meets or exceeds all federal flammability
standards. The soft, woven fabric cover has a
waterproof backing that makes for easy clean
up. GreenGuard Gold certified.

SERTA
Our Serta changing pad is perfect for
changing baby. Quilted padding adds
comfort, and a strap keeps squirmy
babies safely in place. Firm foam sides
gently cradles baby during changing
time and keeps them from rolling
out. Serta super soft covers help to
keep the pad clean and dry.


